


Describe the Program or Person which has made a significant achievement in Risk Management 
Below:  

The Trimet claims department went fully electronic during the 2016 and 2017 calendar years. After 
successfully negotiating a new contract for a claim handling software with electronic file handling 
capability, the claims department quickly went about developing a strategy to move all claim handling 
information into an electronic format. Claims tort notices were made into an electronic PDF and placed 
on our website, all paper files were transitioned to our new electronic file cabinet, and a comprehensive 
strategy was developed to process all incoming mail into an electronic format and attach it to the 
appropriate claim file.   

The full implementation took almost one year as we began electronically storing the paper files within 
the office, and we continued to come up with new more efficient ways to get incoming information into 
an electronic format. The claims department and the entire agency have experienced significant gains in 
efficiency as a result of our conversion to electronic claims handling. I have referenced a few below: 

• More accurate and timely claim file documentation 
• More efficient claims management as all documents are located in one place. 
• Easier and more accessible file sharing with other departments (Legal, Safety, Labor 

Relations, etc.) 
• More expedient claim resolutions, as the public is able to more easily support their 

claim through electronic document submissions 
• Increased ability to work remotely for members of our claim team (something we took 

advantage of heavily during our very serious winter this year!)  
• Significant cost savings as offsite paper file storage costs are slowly being eliminated  

The list above does not document all the efficiency gains by our conversion, but I think it helps illustrate 
how beneficial this change has been for our department. The change did require a lot of hard work, and 
there were more than a few missteps along the way, but the Trimet claims department did a 
tremendous job navigating through the process.     

Thank you for your consideration of our claims department as a recipient of this year’s annual 
achievement.  If we were chosen as this year’s recipient we would be more than happy to share our 
lessons learned in this process to the benefit of other Oregon PRIMA members who may be weighing 
the decision to take their claims department paperless.  


